
 

We needed to raise our results in maths but more than that, we wanted children to have a deeper 
understanding so they don’t just ‘pass a test’ but they are truly able to use their mathematical knowledge 
across their lives. Rising Stars Mathematics supports this brilliantly.

We chose Rising Stars Mathematics because it is the perfect blend of support and scaffolding with flexibility. 
Staff can still have their own personality and ideas but be given the support and guidance needed to ensure 
their teaching is always good.

We are using it across all of school and hope to extend into EYFS next year. We are following the scheme but 
staff can adapt it to meet their needs and importantly the needs of the children in their class.

Our maths lessons are clearly improving in quality due to the support provided. Traditionally lower achieving 
children are closer to meeting or at least partially understanding year group expectations (which is 
phenomenally quick compared to how long we thought this would take). We have carried out termly tests and 
have noticed a general trend upwards in the scores. 

In short, the approach works. Children’s learning is deeper, they have a better understanding of number, they 
are applying their mathematical skills and they are given plenty of opportunities to solve problems in context. 
The high quality Teacher’s Guide, Textbooks and Practice Books are the heart of the package and 24/7 access 
to the online resources is very handy for many staff. 

On top of the improved performance of the children, our teachers are noticeably more engaged in maths. 
They discuss maths more in their own time and they have all significantly improved their own subject 
knowledge. This has come predominantly from the clear and detailed Teacher’s Guides.

I would recommend Rising Stars Mathematics to other schools without reservation. I simply don’t know of 
another scheme that allows structure and support but without ‘shoe-horning’ all teachers to learn a script 
and potentially becoming de-skilled. Rising Stars Mathematics enhances teacher skills and gives children the 
foundation and bedrock of understanding that is vital in the 2014 curriculum.
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